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Abstract 

The Inter.net has become part of everyone's daily life. It connects people worldwide and 

provides a means of affordable communication. In order to take advantage of this ever- 

popular medium, researchers have started to use it as a medium for remote control of a 

robot. Such remote operation can replace the need of hurnan presence at hazardous or 

unreachable location. Current research has concentrated on the aspect of functionality 

and researchen have neglected to take advantage of  the ever-changing intemet 

technologies to improve the user interface and the backbone of these systems. This thesis 

takes the fint steps in creating an intuitive 3D graphical interface and a supenor system 

architecture for intemet-based Teleoperation Systems. To demonstrate the feasibility of 

the systern architecture, we use a three-fingered hand that can be remotely controlled 

through the intemet to perfom manipulation tasks. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Introduction 

In today's world, the Internet p l a y  an important role in people's lives. It provides a 

convenient channel for receiving information, electronic communication and conducting 

business. Robotics researchers are now using the Internet as a means to provide feedback 

for teleopention [Sheridan]. Internet-based teleoperation will inevitably lead to many 

usefùl applications in various sectors of society. For example, it is impractical to 

transport skilled surgeons fiom one sidr of the world to anothrr to perform Me-swing 

operations. However, with the help of the intemet, surgeons may one day remotely 

operate on patients despite the distance between them. To create such hiphiy reliable 

Intemet-based teleoperation systems (BTS), the foundations must be strong. Further, the 

different technicd issues must be examined in detail. In the short history of internet- 

based teleoperation, a number of experiments have been conducted [Atkinson, Backes, 

Carnegie, DePasquale, Digital, Fisher, Goldberg, K., Goldberg, S ., Saucy, Wolf]. Since 

the Mercury Project [Goldberg, K. 19941, which allows users to excavate objects in a 

sandbox, the users of Intemet-based teleoperation are often general Internet users who 

seek recreational amusement [Carter]. These users are given tasks like demolishing and 



stacking wooden blocks as in the Ausrralian Telerobot [Taylor, 19951. Lnter. the Tele- 

Garden [Goldberg, K. 19971 was also built to let Internet users tend a gxden that 

contains live plants. More recentfy, an interactive mode1 railroad PVolfj is built to let 

users kom al1 over the world control two train sets. For the artistic Internet users, 

museum rxhibits are set up for viewing via a remotely controiied camera [Goldberg. S.]. 

As weii. a remote painting system has k e n  built by the P u W a i n t  Project [DePasquale]. 

The Jason Project [Fisher] aLiows users to seek adventures by solvin_p on-linr rnysteries 

through the teleoperation system. Spying cm ais0 be performed on 1i rernote sire via the 

Eyebot [Digital] - a camera that c m  be controiled to observe a remote cnvironmeiit. The 

above examples show that on-line teleoperation systems ;ire oncn constructrd for 

recrelitional purposes. Users are not robotics experts but rather general Intrrnet users 

with "average education level [that] has k e n  declining to 'w more representative of the 

oenerd population" as observed in the iipril 1998 WW Survey Results [Kchoe]. 
w 

1.2 Goal 

ïhrough recrecitional-orientrd cxprriments. vvious hnctional componenrs of an [BTS 

have k e n  identified and different implementation techniques have been ernployed. As a 

result, an architectural standard has rmrrged w hich de fines the hnct ioncil components 

and their interfaces. The goal of this research is to be the first to present a solid system 

architecture for [BTS. We will also make improvements to components of this 

architecture. First, we wmt to apply advance Internrt technoiogy to rstablish a secure yet 

flexible system. Second, we will demonstrate the design and implementation of a new 

input format. To enhance usability, this robotic research also takes advnntage of graphic 



theories to provide user with an automated view controller. ALl these irnprovements are 

significant to the hiture advance of research in BTS. 

1.3 Motivation 

Through Internet-based teleoperation systems. human lives c m  be saved because it 

elirninates the need of human to be present in hazardous rnvironments lilrc mine fields 

and nuclear factory. ;Uso. resources can bs  shÿred bstwrrn users around the world. For 

example. if we set up a threr-fingered hand at the University of Aiberta. resexchcrs in 

Xustrdia c m  time-share and use the hand for theù own resexch. This way. many users 

cm share expensive and hard-to-find robots. The use of the Inrrrnrt has also becorne 

very popular worldwida and thus. ir is an inexpcnsivc two-way communication link that 

spans across occans and riround the world. 

1.4 Outline of Thesis 

This thesis &st outlinrs the popularity of the Internet and then points out that many 

resexchers have found it to bc ri suitable medium for tcIeoperation. It is bllov+eri by 

definitions and examples of Intcrnet-based trleoprration system (IBTS). Chapter 3 shows 

details of the architecture of an BTS and rach component of the architecture is 

explained. Chapter 4 contins sprcific dctnils of the multi-fingered hand IBTS. Ir dso 

shows how to fmd an optimal view-angle direction for the multi-fingered system. 

Evaluation criteria of lBTSs are then presented in Chapter 5. Finaily. this thesis will end 

with a concIusion and a set of proposed future work. 



Chapter 2 

Teleoperation and IBTS 

2.1 Introduction 

To understand the meaning of teleoperation, fkst we will examine the definition of 

robotics. Robotics is the science and art of designing and using robots [Sheridan]. Robot 

is M e r  defined as "a reprograrnrnable multi-functional manipulator designed to move 

materials, parts, tools or specialized devices through variable progammed motions for 

the performance of a variety of tasks" [Sheridan]. Furthemore, any electromechanical 

systems, such as a toy train, may be classified as a robot because it manipulates itself in 

an environment. 

Teleoperation is the direct and continuous human control of a teleoperator. A 

teleoperator can be any machine that extends a person's sensing and / or manipulating 

capability to a location remote fiom that person. Edwin G. Johnsen and William R. 

Corliss first defined the term teleoperator in 1971 [Johnsen]. The prefix ''tele" in 

teleoperator describes the ability of this class of machine systems to project man's innate 

dexterity not only across distance but through physical barriers as well. In situations 

where it is impossible to be present at the remote location, a teleoperator cm be used 



instead. These situations may be caused by the hostile environment at a minefield, or at 

the bottom of the ocean or simply at location that is impossible to travel. A teleoperator 

c m  replace human in any hazardous environments. Histones have s h o w  that 

teleoperators have gone undenvater to survey environment in the early 1970s [SSC], have 

translated through air and provided short range aerid sumeillance in early 1980s 

[SNTVSC] and have bern in minefield breaching operations in 1997 [Richardson]. 

hazard 

Figure 1 . .h overaii picture of a teleoperation system. 

The above diagram shows the overall picture of a teleoperation system. Ir 

illustrates how a human oprrator can use a control interface to control an actuator that is 

behind a barrier, away in distance or in a hazardous environment. In between the human 

operator and the actuator stands a two-way communication link. Through this link. 

control instructions are sent to the actuator and sensor feedback is also sent back to the 

control interface for display to the human operator. For distances that are within reach. 

this link c m  be simple wire cables. To control flying actuators or those actuators thal are 

not reachable with direct cables, we can use radio signals. The disadvantage of using 

radio signals is that the controller and the actuator robot has to be within range. This 

limitation can be overcome by using the Internet as the two-way communication link. In 

such cases, a human operator can easily control an actuator that is on the other side of the 



wortd. Such a remote manipulation system is called Internet-based teleoperation system 

(BTS). 

2.2 Internet-based Teleoperation 

3.2.1 Definition 

To remotely control a robot through the Intemet, the human operator needs ro be 

connected through its htemet Service Provider (ISP). Then the operator c m  use a web 

browser to access the control interface that is contained in a web page. This web page is 

simply a text file that is located on a web server. The following diagram shows the route 

of how the web-based conaoller interface is accessed by a human operator through the 

Internet. 

Web Page 
containing t he  
C oatraUe r 
Interface 

Web Browser 
ISP 

Figure 2. Relationships between basic components of an BTS. 

A web browser is a computer application that can be used to Mew web pages and 

it is executed on the human operator's locai computer. On the other hand, a web server is 

located at the remote site where the robot is. It contains the controller interface and sends 

the interface to the remote human operator upon request. Finally, the human operator is 
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hooked up to the Intemet through his or her ISP. In this set-up, the Lntemet allows users 

to remotely control a robot that is not within reach. 

The first BTS was created by the Mercury Project [Goldberg, K. 19941. It consisted of 

an indusm'al robot arm that cames an air pump. By rnoving the arm to the various 

locations in a sandbox and then exploring it with the air pump, different objects can be 

revealed in the sandbox. Attachçd to the a m  is a video canera that provides visual 

feedback to the teleoperator. This system was built as a g m e ;  thus. in the fint 5 months. 

it attracted over 50.000 unique users around the world. The following diagram illustrates 

the user interface for the system: 

Figure 3. A snripshot of the control interface of the Mercury Project. 

The control is accessed via a web browser. As seen in Figure 3, it is made up of a 

live video feedback dispiay and a two-dimensionai clickable controller. The clickable 

controller shows a 2D drawing of the robotic arm and its placement relative to the 

sandbox. The human operator can click on any location of the clickable image and the 



control instructions will be sent to the robotic ann to move to the conesponding location 

of the sandbox. Then using predefined buttons that are located in the controller, a user 

can issue instructions to lower or raise the robotic arm and blow air into the sandbox and 

dius, discover the different objects that are in the sandbox. This system showed that an 

Lntemet-based teleoperation system is possible and the system was enjoyed by more than 

50,000 users worldwide. 

The second BTS was f?om the R~ibotics Sr Automation L2b in Western -4ustralia. 

It was brought on-line only a few weeks after the first system [Taylor]. This system 

allows an htemet user to control a gripper rhat manipulates wooden blocks. The control 

interface is similar to that of the above system. It is in the form of a web page. It 

consisted of a live Mdeo dispiay that shows the status of the rernote environment. The 

controllers, themselves, are a set of buttons and text inputs that require the user to select 

and speci@ the next movement of the gripper. This controller interface requires a user to 

think in low-level details; for example, it requests the x, y, z coordinates of the next 

move. It is not as easy to use as the previous system. 

The Tele-Garden [Goldberg, K. 19971 was also built to let htemet users 

participate in tending a living garden using a remote industrial robot to perform simple 

requests such as watering, planting and viewing the garden. The human operator 

accesses the web page that contains the controller and by clicking on the 2D 

representation of the garden, the user cm explore the garden. A live video display of the 

garden is also presented as part of the controller. Predefined buttons are likewise 

provided to perfotm a set of tasks like w a t e ~ g  and planting. The control interface was 

very intuitive to use and users frequently return to monitor the growth of their planted 



seeds. nius, the traffic of this BTS was heavy and steady throughout its operational 

years. 

In 1996, an interactive mode1 railroad [Woltl was built to let users from dl over 

the world control two train sets. A live video displays the current location of the trains 

and shows the different train stations that are available. The user simply clicks on the 

web page that contains the controller to specify the train that is to bç moved and the 

destination of the train. Since 1996, there has been m average of 100 uses per day. 

Al1 of the above systems were for entertainment. in order to attract the artistic 

users of the Intemet, museum eauhibits are set up for viewing via a remotely controlled 

camera [Goldberg, S.] in 1996. The interface of the controller was very rnsy to hmdlr. 

To move the canera's position. the user only needs to drag and drop on a 2D gaphicd 

representation of the canera. .4 live video shows continuous images of a museum exhibit 

and as soon as the camera is repositioned, the view-angle of the images is changed 

respectively. The motive behind this IBTS is debatable because the museurn exhibit is 

static and does not change over time. There is no need for real-time inspection of the 

exhibit. The images or live video could be pre-captured and play back accordingly as the 

user reposition the camera to a different view-angle. 

Another interesthg artistic BTS is a remote painting system called the 

PumaPaint PePasquale]. In 1 998, PumaPaint was brought on-linr. The system 

consisteci of a robotic arm that can pick up a paintbrush and then dip into different colors 

of paints. The user can then instnict the painting ami to draw on a canvas. However, it is 

worth mentioning that the interface for this system is different fiom the others. It does 

not allow the human operator to control the movernent of the robotic arm directly. Ir 



simply asks the user to draw using a mouse on a vixtual cmvas that is bein; displayed on 

the web page. Then the system issues corresponding instructions to request the robotic 

arm to reposition and d r w  on the red canïas. .A set of predefined butions and scrol!m 

are also used on the controller web page to allow user to select different colors of paint 

and to use different levels of force when drawing on the canvas. By selecting a heaw 

force level, a user crin "squash" a lot of paint on the canvas and often, ir oversoaks the 

canvas and makes a mess at the remote location where the painting arm is. 

inremet users c m  also seek adventures by solving on-line mystenes through the 

teleoperation system built in the Jason Project [Fisher] or spy on a remote site using the 

Eyebot [Di$tal]. These hvo ETSs  both involve the manipulation of 3 canera that c m  be 

controlled to observe a remote environment. Also, they show a very simplistic interface 

that only allows the user to move the camera in a predefined pattern. For example, the 

camera c m  only be moved up, dom, left and right. The mobility of this camera is 

limited and these research projecis show oniy primitive control of a remote camera. 

From the above teleoperation systems. ir is shown that on-line teleoperation 

systems are often constructed for reaeational purposes and thus, it attracts a wide range 

of users around the world. This is a beneficial factor because the more users a system 

attracts, the more feedback is received and evennially a Iarger number of irnprovements 

to the system c m  be made. It is also interesting to note that the NASA Space 

Telerobotics Program recognizes that research in IBTS helped advance Space robotics 

technology; thus, it promotes and keeps track of an up-to-date listing of al1 these systems. 

This list is at: h t t p : / / r a n i e r . o a c t . h q . n a s a . g o v / t e I e r o b o t i c s ~ .  



Furthermore, NASA has gathered a selected number of robotics resources on the Intemet 

[olASA]. 

2.3 Desirable Characteristics of an lBTS 

As an Intemet-based teleoperation system, it is desirable to be accurate and refiable 

without samficing the CO-gnitive capabiiity and adaptability of the human operator. The 

control of the system should be fast and unconstrained by the limited pace of the 

CQ~MUOUS human sensorimotor capability. It should be made easier by letting the 

operator give instructions in terms of objects to be rnoved and goals to be met, rather than 

low-level instructions to be used and control siginals to be sent. It should likewise 

eliminate the demand for the human operator's continuous attention, thus reducing the 

operator's workload. Furthermore, automated control is needed where there are time 

delays in communication between the human operator and the control interface. Finally, 

the system cannot crash if the operator fails to properly control the remote robot. 

Overall, an ideal teleopention sytem should Save lives and reduce cost by eliminating 

the need for the operator to be present in hazardous environments [Sheridan]. 



Chapter 3 

Architecture of Internet-based Teleoperation Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

Throuph examining the different teleoperation systems throughout the history of IBTS, 

we discovered that these systems are ail based on a similar system architecture. Figure 4 

shows the overall system architecture of a typical BTS and the relationships between the 

components. Each component's role will be defined below and examples will follow. 
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Figure 4. System layout of a îvpical Internet-based Teleoperation System. 

3.2 Control Interface for the Human Operator 
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Users of any BTS are requued to interact Mth the remote robot through a control 

interface. Because these teleoperation systems are htemet-based, the control interface 

may be served through a web browser or it mzy be a stand-alone lnternet 

application. A web browser is software that cornrnunicates via the HyperText Transport 

Protocol (HTTP) in order to bring text and graphical information fiom a web semer to the 

user. An interface that is based on a web browser is created using Hyer  Text Markup 

Language (HTML) and usually combined with semer-side Common Gateway Interface 

(CGI) programs that are written in Perl or C. A stand-alone interface c m  be built using 
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any programrning tools but it is usually platfonn-dependent and has to make use of 

networking protocols to cornmunicate with the remote host to bring information to the 

user. 

The control interface itself. regardless if it is displayed through a web browser or 

implemented as a separate application, c m  be in a number of formats. It cm be a set of 

predefined buttons that users c m  press to trigger predefined actions. The interface can 

also be a form that requests a user to enter alpha-numeric representation of the next 

command that controls the robot. Another type of interface makes use of an image that 

is mapped to a set of predefined actions: depending on wtüch part of the image the user 

clicks on, a predefined action is triggered. A more intuitive alternative is when the 

interface is a graphical animation of the real robot and moving the animated robot 

controls the robot itself. 

The railroad system [Wolf] at University of Ulm uses a set of buttons that allows 

users to select which train to control and which station to park the trains. The Eyebot 

Project [Digital] also allows users to control a camera through a set of buttons to move 

the camera up, down, left, right, forward and reverse. A different way to control a robot 

is shown in the block building system [Taylor. 19953 where users have to enter numben 

in the different fields of a hypertext markup language (HTML) f o m  to speciQ the next x, 

y and z position of the telerobot. On the 0 t h  hand, in the Tele-Garden project 

[Goldberg, K. 19971, a two-dimensional graphical representation of the environment is 

used to allow a user to click on parts of the gnphical image to speciQ the next location of 

the telerobot. A 2D draggable graphical interface is also used in the museum exhibits 

teleoperation system [Goldberg, S.]. User c m  drag and manipulate a graphical 



representation of the camera to position the camera in various view-angles. Currently, a 

number of research projects use graphical rnodels of the robots to allow the users to 

control the robot off-line and practice the control techniques. Examples c m  be found in 

the RobotToy research [Atkinson], the WITS project [Backes] and the KhepOnTheWeb 

project [Saucy]. In Talyor's play-with-wooden-blocks teleoperation system [Taylor, K.], 

2D wirefiame models of the robot are also used to control the actual robot. However, it 

is found that given a choice benveen the 2D wirefime mode1 and text-based forms that 

require users to specie numenc values of the next location. users only select to use the 

2D models 4% of the time. This result is disappointing, but it may be due to the fact that 

2D models cannot properly represent the 3D world. 

3.3 lnternet Access Method 

The htemet is used as a medium for the remote users to connect to the teieoperation site. 

nirough the htemet, information about the remote environment is sent to the users and 

comrnands fiom the users are sent to the remote host. Applications cm either connect 

directly to a remote host or connect to a web semer that services each incorning network 

request. If a dedicated network comection is to be created extra security measures have 

to be taken to ven@ the data being transferred. Additional set-up has to be established to 

control the data format for transfer. Also, different IeveIs of connections have to be made 

to allow for administrative and common users' control of the sIave robot. With a network 

connection, it aiso maices the rernote host machine prone to security anacks. Malicious 

applications can connect and pretend to perform legal control requests when in realitv, it 

tries to access sensitive information on the host machme, or tries to execute comrnands to 

manipulate and desnoy the host and its data. In a recent research, DePasquale shows an 



example of an BTS that uses direct nehvork comection to transfer information fiom the 

user to the remote host and vice versa. Data packets have to be "checked extensively for 

validity" [DePasquale]. This validity check creates an overhead in the design and 

implementation of an ITBS; it causes M e r  delays in the overall system execution. On 

the other hand, if users ody  connect to the web server, al1 interactions are bounded to the 

security check at the web server itsele no extra set-up is required to veriS, incoming 

requests. 

3.4 Remote Host Machine 

.A remote host machine is needed to be present where the slave robot resides. This 

machine serves as the controi center of the BTS. It also contains the web server. A web 

server is an advance application that runs on a server and provides comection to remote 

cornputers to deliver web page content via the Internet using HTTP protocol. It is used in 

every BTS and it should be on-line on a constant basis. Even if dedicated nctwork 

connections are to be used as the access method. a web server is required to distribute the 

applications to remote users. The remote host machine is c o ~ e c t e d  to the Intemet and an 

intemet address is assigned to the rernote host to accept incoming HTTP requests that are 

to be serviced by the web server or to accept incoming network connections. Given an 

HTTP request, a web server responds by retrieving ten and graphical information, and 

sending it back through the Intemet to the user. 

The type of web semer used in previous research varies from Microsoft Personai 

Web Sever [Saucy] to O'Reily's WebSite Server [Fisher] to NCSA HTTP Demon 

[Goldberg, K. 19941. nie  choice of a web semer depends on the system pladorni of the 

remote host machine and it is subject to the researcher's opinion about the reliability, 



security and power of the server. For example, in the Web Interface for Telescience 

W S )  Project [Backes, 19971, in order to have a web server of mrtvimum strength, a 

custom server is built to handle up to 1000 simultaneous requests at the same time. A 

web semer's job is to senrice incorning HTTP requests. As long as it does its job in an 

acceptable marner, the choice of the web server has usually been made on the ba i s  of 

convenience. 

Besides hosting the web semer and the htcmet connections, the remote host also 

connects to the robot and sensory feedback controllers. By connecting to these 

controllers, the remote host c m  retrieve and send informatior, to the controllers as users 

request them through the web server or the network comection. From the Mercury 

Project [Goldberg, K. 19941 to the interactive mode1 railroad [Wolf] to the PumaPa.int 

Project [DePasquale], a11 systems contain a remote host that serves incorning Internet 

requests fiom users. 

3.5 Robot and Its Controller 

Ultimately, the purpose of an BTS is to allow users to rernotely control a slave robot 

through the htemet; thus, a task-specific robot is used and a controllrr is created to 

interface the hardware of the robot with the remote host. n i e  robot cm perform a set of 

tasks. The controller accepts high level control commands fkom the host machine and 

translates into low level instructions: it then sends the instructions to the robot. After the 

robot performs a task, feedback is sent to its controiler to report the curent status of the 

robot. This cycle repeats itself as each instruction is sent to the robot. 

Depending on the task that is to be performed, different kinds of robots c m  be 

used: mobile robot, robotic gripper (mo-fingered hand), robotic a m ,  etc. Each robot 



cornes with its own controller that serves as the interface between the remote host and the 

robot. In the KhepOnTheWeb [Saucy] project, a mobile robot is used to allow the users 

to direct the robot to travel in a rnaze. A gripper is used to move game pieces in 

[Carne~e]. An arm with a camera attached to it was used in the Eyebot Projeci [Digital] 

to observe a remote environment. The robots can also be any electromechanical sysrems 

such as a toy train [Wolf]. 

3.6 Sensory Feedback 

To reflect the current status of the remote environment, different forms of feedback can 

b r  provided for the users. The fcedback cm provide visual, audio, or tactile infiirmûtian 

of the remote environment. To provide a view of the remote environment, video 

feedback is otien selected and the number of carneras used varies. For example, in the 

Eyebot Project [Digital], only one camera is used because the purpose of the project is to 

allow a user to remotely control a camera to survey the remote environment. OAen, it is 

advisable to use multiple points of view. One camera can be set up to provide the globai 

view of the environment like the painting canvas in [DePasquale] and the maze that the 

mobile robot is travelling through in [Saucy]. Another camera can be used to provide the 

robot's point of view to the users. In these situations, a camera is mounted on the robot 

itself like the painting arm in [DePasquale] and the mobile robot in [Saucy]. 

Ln summary, we have shown the systern architecture of an BTS. Each 

component is explained and exampies are given. This architecture is the ground work for 

al1 BTS and it is important to test its feasibility. The nexr chapter shows our 

implernentation of this architecture and it will dernonstrate that this architecture is 

applicable. 



Chapter 4 

Implementation of the Three-fingered Hand System 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to understand the detailed implementation of the Intemet teleoperated three- 

fingered hand systern, we will first snidy in this chapter the Intemet technologies that are 

behind it: Java and R M L .  The architecture of our BTS will Sien follow and each 

system component will be exarnined closely. Then, the details of how to find an optimal 

viewing direction will be discussed. Finally, at the end of this chapter, we will examine 

the applicabie theones of kinematics which are used to cnlculate the hand's movements. 

4.2 Java 

Java [Sun, 19981 is a programming language that is platform-independent and object- 

oriented. Platform independence gives a program the ability to be executed on more than 

one cornputer platform, from PC to Mac to Sun Workstations, without the need to rewrite 

the program's source code. This is also the main benefit of using Java as the 

programming vehicle for Intemet-based applications. The platform independent aspect of 

the system enables the end-usas to be diverse. n i e  users around the world cm be on any 

system and still be able to use the same control interface for the robot. Because the 



prograrns at the rernote host machine can also be written in Java, it means that the remote 

host c m  be on any machine platform as well. This gives the remote host an ability to be 

portable. 

Java is object-oriented such that a java-based application can be easily 

decomposed into a number of objects and these objects c m  be modified individually 

without affecting the othen. This allows a single system to control different robots 

simpiy by rebuilding individual components that are specific to a robot. For exarnple, a 

system cm be switched fiom controllhg an ami to a walking leg by rebuilding 

components that are specific to the arm and substituting with components that control and 

interface with the legs of the walking robot. The modifications do not require the rest of 

the system to be modified accordingly. The changes are modular to each component. 

The platfotm-independence and object-orient nature of Java are two features that will 

benefit any internet-based application. Our use of Java as the premier programmQ 

vehicle is also the first of its kind. 

4.3 VRML 

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is used to constmct the graphitai model 

because Java's 3D Application Program Interface (MI) was still in beta testing at the 

time of implementation. However, the specification of the new 3D API is documented 

and it shows that the API is constructed based on feanires of VRML [Sun]. As the Java 

language matures, the model can be implemented purely in Java. 

The use of VRML as a temporary 3D modeling solution has introduced other 

problems because VRML does not have any networking capabilities. in order to send 

control requests from the VRML model to the web semer, Java has to be used as a 



medium to send W T T P  requests to the web server which issues commands to control the 

hand [Manin, 1996. 1997, Pesce]. A link between Java and VRML is created usine 

Extemal Authoring Interface (EAI). This link allows a Java applet to have a two-way 

communication with a W i L  world that is on the same web page. This extra link has 

caused extra implementation time and execution time of the overall system is hindered 

also. 

VRiCiL is chosen to create a 3D controller mainiy because of its capability to 

convert 2D input to 3D. Normaily, the hurnan operator o d y  has access to the control 

interface through the use of a mouse. Such 2D input device cm be used to specify a 3D 

task only because of the use of the 3D model representation of the robot three-fingered 

hand. -4 three-dimensional wor1d is different fkom a two-dimensional world because of 

its additional dimension. LTsing a 2D input device, the user needs to specify a 3D 

coordinate of X, Y, and 2. The user cannot possibly do so without exm help such as 

VRiML. Using \RIML to model an environment, given a 2D location in the model, a 3D 

coordinate is renimed. This can be done because VTtVL makes use of perspective 

projection to transform points of a 3D object to the ZD-viewing plane; thus, it cm reverse 

the operation fiom 2D back to 3D. This transformation is unlike parallel projection in 

that it preserves the depth information of objects in the scene, even after it has been 

transformed to 1D Warrington]. 

The following are examples of perspective projection and parallel projection of 

the sarne object in the same 3D scene. A cube is projected to the viewing plane of z = 0. 

As one c m  observe fiom the unparalleled edges of the cube, through perspective 

projection, the depth information of the cube is preserved. 



Figure 5. Esample of perspective and paraiiel projections respectively. 

Overall, VRML provides a great temporary solution to creating a three- 

dimensional representation of a remote robot and its environment by providing built-in 

solution for approximating 3D input to 3D representation. 

4.4 Architecture of the Three-fingered Hand System 

In our research, a sample teleoperation system is built based on the generic system 

architeenire, as desclibed in Chapter 3, to control a three-fingered hand (see Figure 6). 

This sample system is built using Java as the primary programming laquage. Thus, the 

resulting system is platform independent and object-oriented. Since the system is object- 



oriented and modula-, the components within the system cm be interchanged easily. In 

each of the following sections, details about the implementation of each component in the 

sample system will be discussed. 
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Figure 6. System layout of the three-frngered hand system. 



4.4.1 Control Interface for Human Operator 

The user of the three-hgered hand system is given a web-based interface. Through this 

interface, the user can move the hand Freely or control it to move a "box". The interface 

is downloaded fkom the remote host and viewed through any web browser that is Java 

JDK 1.1 compatible and contains the VRML plug-in. The interface is cornposed of an 

live-image display on one side and a graphical mode1 of the three-fingered hand on the 

other side (see Figure 8). This set-up allows a user to view the environment through video 

and then drag and move the hand via the mode1 to control its rnovement. The hand c m  

be controlled at three different levels: joint-ievei. finger-level and object-level. By using 

click-and-drag techniques on the W I L  representation of the hand, the human operator 

can specifi each finger joint's next position. Aiso, dl three fingers can be moved as a 

group when the user specifies the position of a "boxt' through a set of predehed Java- 

based buttons. As the box is relocated, the end points of each finger tip is defined 

indirectly and fingers are moved accordingly. 

Ln order to allow only one person to control the robot at a time, a login ssystem is 

implemented. This login system is created using Java and its Servlets technologies that 

allow a remote user to create a file-based database on the web server. Such database 

contains al1 users' m a i l  addresses and passwords. Because it is created and accessed 

through the use of Servlets, security measures are minimal and they are canied out 

automatically by the web server. 



Email address: teresa@cs.ualberta.ca 

Pas,,,: 

Figure 7. Snapshot of the login screen. 

To create a new user, enter the user's mai l  address and a password, then press 

the "New User" button. If the email address has been used already to register, it will 

r e m  an error. If the New User is created successfully and the systern is not currently in 

use, it will bring the user to the Main Console and he or she can control the hand for 5 

minutes. Likewise, if a user has previously been registered. he or she simply needs to 

login by entering an m a i l  address and a password and then pressing the "Login" bunon. 

If the login is successful and the system is not currently in use, it will bring the user to die 

Main Console and he or she c m  control the hand for 5 minutes as well. If a "Busy" 

message is displayed, it means thût another user is currently controlling the hand. The 

system will bring the user to the live-video display of the hand and ask the user to try to 

login again in 5 minutes. A new user cm be successfully added but receive a "Busy" 

message. 

In future implementations, al1 users should be verified through email to ensure 

that the user's email is valid and thus, they c m  be tracked when malicious actions are 

committed. For example, the user may try to crash the hand by crossing over the fingers 

for an extended period of time and that will cause darnage to the servornotors. 



4.4.1.2 Main Console 

In the main console, there is a live-video display of the three-fingered hand on the lefi. 

On the right, there is a VRiiL-based three-dimensional representation of the hand itself. 

On the bonom lefi is a Java-based controller. It contains a set of pre-defined buttons that 

c m  be used to reposition the hand in place of the W l L  model. On the bottom right is a 

text-based stntus disphy that shows information about the curen t  user and any system 

messages. 

You are now c o n t r o ~  the 3-ûngered hand at U of Alberta. 
- c Pltase manmize your browscr for ophmal vicwmg. > - 

!EiiEa Current user  teresa@cs.ualbeita.ca 

Translate: aa Rotale: Expire a t  06-Jui-99 11 5 4 2 8  PM 

CONNECTED to S E R W  
Data read: -4--11-23~4--! l-2Gc. ;-,j 
Finaer has been moved. 8:  " 

JFinger has been moved. !a 

Figure 8. A snapsbot of the control interface of the three-fmgered hand system. 

In this research, the robot, a three-fingered hand, is used because it can 

manipulate a rectangular-prism in 3D space. This 3D task can be specified by the human 

operator through the control interface. To control the hand itself, the VRML model cm 



be used. Each joint of the three fingers cm be moved by click-and-drag. Also, a special 

joystick is aeated to change the view-angle of the hand. The view-angle can be changed 

as if the hand is rotated dong the x and y axis. 

Cube 

Figure 9. Labels of al1 the objects in the W U ,  model. 

From the above diagram, it clearly shows that the 3D VRML model reflects the 

remote environment. It models the three fingers, the rectangular-prism that is being 

manipulated, and the virtual view-angle controller. Also, each joint's movement is 

limited. The following picture shows the range of rotation allowed on finger joint 2a: 

Figure 10. Limit of fmger 2, joint a. 



The following picture shows the angle of rotation allowed on finger joint 2b: 

Figure 11. Limit of finger 2, joint b. 

Finger joint Zc (the joint closest to the fingertip) has the similar limit as joint 2b. 

except that it cannot bend up tmom OU to +45 O. Joint 2c can only bend dom. Finger 1 

and Finger 3 have the same joint limits as that of Finger 2. These limitations closely 

resemble those of a real human finger. 

4.4.1.3 Virîual View-angle Controller 

dong y-axis dong x-axis u/ 
Figure 12. Shows the two shift nobs of the view-angle conboiler and the s, y and z asis in VILPIL. 



A Wtual controller is created to allow the users to manipulate the viewing 

direction of the 3D hand. It is in the form of a joystick and it has two shift knobs. One 

changes the viewing direction dong the x-ôuis and the other changes the Iiewing 

direction dong the y-âxis. The view-angle cm be changed 180 degrees either way. To 

change the view-angle, simply drag-and-move the different shifi knobs. By rotating the 

view-angle. one can observe the rectanplar-prisrn and the hand at different angles for 

precise con~o l  of both the rectangular-pdsm and the hand itself. For example? if one is 

concemed about how accurately the rectangular-prism is being moved, one may want to 

choose a view-angle that best shows the rectangular-prism. On the other hand, if one is 

concemed abour the h g e r  joints' movement, one may choose a view-angle that shows 

the most finger joints and not much of the rectangular-prism itself. 

4.4.1.4 Quick Introducrion to CIick-and-tirag in VRhfL 

Once the user moves the mouse ont0 the VRML model, it changes the cursor's outlook. 

To control each finger joint, simply move the mouse over the desired joint. When the 

user sees the c m o r  hirn into a "circle", the user simply needs to click-and-drag the finger 

joint accordingly. Then let go of the mouse button to set the joint to the new location. If 

that location is not desirable, simply click-and-drag again. All finger joints are movable 

through th is  method. Likewise, the view-angle controller can be controlled in this 

manner. However, afier click-and-drag of the h g e r  joints, it requires the user to press 

another Java-based predefined button in order to trigger the physical finger joint to be 

moved accordingly. The reason why changes in the VRML model do not imrnediately 

trigger an action is because users should be allowed to fieely examine the next joint 

angles before committing to any actual movement of the hand. 



4.4.1.5 Java-based controller 

CONNECTED to SERVLET Bol Data read: -4--11-23-Ba->-1 1 -29-:..,. 
Finger has been rnaved. x:: 
CONNECTED to SERVLET 
Data read: -4.-2-11 a - > 2 3 ~ > 0 < - ~ - - 1  1 ~ a 2 9 a -  

Finger has been moved. 

Figure 13. Snapshot of the Java-based controller. 

The Java-based controller consists of a set of pre-defhed buttons and a text-based status 

display of the hand. These buttons are used to complement the 3D mode1 controller. 

The rectangular-prism is controlled through these buttons because to click-and-drag in 

the 3d mode1 requires supreme precision by the human operator and the Java-based 

controller Iessen the operator's wotk load by coovening them into pre-defined buttons. 

Notice that no text-based input of coordinates is required; thus, the controller is user 

friendly and stress-fiee to the operator. 

The Java-based controller contains a number of pre-defined buttons. A button. 

named "Reset to optimal viewing", is added to allow users to reset back to the optimal 

view-angle that is calculated when the console is first presented. At the optimal viewing 

direction, the user c m  see the most areas of the rectangular-prism; given the 3 fïngers that 

are in the picture. The reason for having this button is that after the user manipulates the 

view-angle using the view-angle controller that is in the VRiML model, it is best io 

provide the user the option of a one-step button to reset the view-angle back to optimal. 

Another button called "Move Hand" issues cornniand to the host machine that will move 

the hand physically to match the curent placement of the VRML mode1 of the hand. 



This button is aeated because manipulation of the 3D model does not aigger the real 

hand to be moved accordingly. It is necessary to add this button to trigger such action. A 

set of buttons called "Translate: +y -y +z -z" moves the rectangular-prism along the y and 

z axis in the VRML model. As it moves the rectangular-prism, the real hand will be 

moved accordingly as well. There is a limit as to how far the hand cari move in each 

direction. Error messages will be displayed if the new position of the rectangular-prisrn is 

not reachable. Translations can ody be done along y and z is because the joint c on d l  

fingers have a limit of 0' to 45 and any translate along the x axis will require the joint c 

to exceed the limit. It is because the initial joint angle of joinr c is at the extreme of close 

to 45 degree already and any change will exceed it. To rotate the rectangular-prism along 

the x-auis which means rotation of the rectangular-prism itself, users can use the buttons 

labeled "Rotate +x -x". As it moves the rectangular-prism, the real hand will be moved 

accordingly as well. There is a limit as to how far the fingers can tilt to each side. Error 

messages will be displayed if the new position of the rectangular-pnsm is not reachable. 

Rotation along y and z cannot be done due to the above reason also. The initial joint 

angles of joint c on al1 fingers are at one extreme and any change will exceed joint limit. 

Users can also reseb the different finger joints to initial positions in the VRML model as 

shown in the following diagram by using the buttons titled "Reset Jxu". As it moves each 

finger joint, the real hand will be moved accordingly as well. It provides a shortcut for 

the user to set the joints back to initial positions. 



Figure 14. The initial positions of al1 fragerjoints. 

The buttons labeled "FingerX" set fingerx's tip ont0 the rectangular-prism. It cm 

be used afler each finger joint was manipulated to a position that the fingertip is no longer 

on the rectangular-pnsm. It moves the real finger also. It triggers the calculation of 

inverse kinematics to reposition the finger joints accordingly ont0 the rectangular-prism. 

All of the above pre-defined buttons allows the users to trigger a set of pre- 

defined actions. They provides shoncuts and serves as a supplement to the 3D controller. 

These buttons are created using Java and they c m  be viewed and used using a web 

browser that is Java JDK 1.1 comptiable. 

4.4.1.6 Status Displays 

From Figure 13, one can observe on the nght hand side of the Java-based controller that 

there is a set of stanis displays. It shows the current user's email address and the expiry 

time of the current session. Also, there is a text box that shows any error messages and 

system statu. These statuses have to be known to usen at al! time in case of errors and 

these text displays will keep usen infonned. 



4.4.2 Java Servlet-Based Communication 

Human operators use the Intemet to connect to the remote web server and download the 

control interface. The interface then sends H m  requests to the web server to issue 

commands to control the robot and feedback from the environment is transfered tiom the 

web server through the htemet to the users. Conventionally, CG1 scripts l ire set up at the 

remote host to issue commands to the robot controller and to request for feedback 

information fiom the feedback controller. CG1 scripts are mainly written in Perl or C and 

both these languages are platform-dependent. Also, CG1 scripts are temporary such that 

they have to be loaded and executed by the web semer every time an HTTP request is 

received. On die other hand, a Java servlet is loaded once by the web server and extra 

threads are spawned to handle the different simultaneous HTTP requests of the servlets. 

Java servlets Save time in cornpaison with CG1 scripts because of this loading overhead. 

Since Java servlets are written in Java. this allows the servlets to be object oriented as 

well. Object oriented components are easy to debug and extend when necessary. 

Java servlets are similar to Java applets that m on the web server [Moss]. A 

user can send an HTTP request through the web browser to the web server. Then, the 

web server loads the requested Java servlet and runs it on the Java Virtual Machine that 

resides on the PC where the web server is located. The servlets communicate with the 

robot controller and send any responses in r e m  back to the web server. The server then 

delivers feedback to the user through the web browser as shown in the following 

diagram. 



Figure f 5. Flow diagram of how Java Servlets are sewed to a user through the web browser. 

- - - - -  - - - 

Since servlets are located at the web server and are executed upon receiving a 

request fkom the user, it is secure. Users cannot create their own malicious servlets to 

attempt a breach of security because dl servlets reside on the web server. Furthermore, 

the web server will perforrn securiry checks during the execution of any serlvets. The 

previously mentioned server security makes it easier to implement servlets over CG1 

programs to establish network connections between the users and the remote host 

machine. 

4.43 Remote Host Machine 

HTTP 

The remote host machine in our sample system is a Pentium II personai cornputer (PC) 

with NT Workstation as the operating system. A Java Web Server [Sun], at 

htt~://rochfort.cs.ualberta.ca, is nuining on the host machine 74 hours a day; 7 days a 

week to service incorning HTTP requests. The control interface is also stored on the 

host machine and it is delivered to users as the web server receives requests. 

Furthermore, the remote host is connected to the three-fkgered hand's controller and the 

Mdeo controller. The reason for choosing this system set-up as a remote host machine is 

because of its low cost and its ease of use. For example, the rernote host machine cm be 

easily connected to the robot through a serial cable. Furthemore, the video camera is 
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plugged into the cornputer directly through its USB port. The use of Windows NT as the 

operating system also provides a great platfom to run the different software on. The Sun 

Java Web Server can be easily installed and run on Windows NT. Overall, the remote 

host machine is chosen to be a Windows-based PC because of convenience. 

4.4.4 Robot and Its Controller 

A three-fingered hand with 9 degrees of freedom is used as the slave robot. The task to 

be performed is to move the fingers îÏeely and to hold ont0 a rectanplar-prism. The 

hand is composed of a stand and a mount for a11 three fingers. The links between al1 

finger joints and the handstand is made with wooden sticks. The ninr finger joints are 

made of servomotors CS-? 1 BB tiom CIRRUS. Each servo is approximately C650. 

Figure 16. Picture of the three-fingered hand. 

To control the finger joints, two Serial Semo Controllers (SSC) for R/C servos are 

used. These controllers use a cornputer's serial port to control up to eight servos on each 



controller. The two SSCs are hooked in parallel and they accepts senal input at 2400 bps 

and capable of outpuning a total of 16 steady channels of servo-control signals. These 

SSCs are made by Scott Edwards Electronics, Inc. Each controller is approximately 

CS70. There are many sizes of servomotors but in order to fit on each of the finger joint. 

the type of servos used are sub-micro in size and as indicated with a white arrow in the 

following picture. 

Figure 17. Pichire of servomotors of  different sizes. 
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Figure 18. Picture of  the SSC board. 



The above picture shows one of the two Serial Servo Controllen used to send 

signal to the nine finger joints. Two of these controllers are joined in parallel and hooked 

to the remote host and the robot hand as illustrated in the following diagam. 

Figure 19. Diagram of the two SSCs, the hand and the remote host machine. 

At the remote host machine, there is a Java-based controller that waits for users to 

send manipulation instructions through Java-servlets. These instructions are gathered and 

convert to motor positions by this software controller and then send through the senal 

port to the SSCs. Finally, SSCs output appropriate servo-control signals to the nine 

servomotors and thus, al1 three hgers of the hand would be relocated accordingly. 



4.45 Sensory Feedback 

Telerobot provides the operator with a representation of the remote environment through 
C 

a live video display. in teleoperation, the operator must mdce frequent obsenritions to 

ensure that actions occur as intended; othenvise, the operator needs to revise the connol 

instructions that are bein, a sent. 

Through the video, one can observe the hand's movemenrs. Ir is a Java-based 

display. Thus, you need a Java-based web browser in order to see it nin properly. 

Ncrscape v 4.61 is recomrnended. On the bottom of the video display, ir shows the 

current local tirne. Through this dock. p u  c m  ~ E O  observe the delay in umsmiaing the 

video. Each video image is 320x310 pixels and 16 bits in color. The video delay varies 

and it is dependent on the network the workload of the host machine. the system set-up 

of the user's machine and its intemet connecrion. 

A QuickCam VC [QuickCarn] is used as the video camera to observe the 

environment. QuickCam VC was chosen because of its low cost and adaptability to any 

PC by simple plug-and-play into either a parallel port or LTSB port. 'io exrra image 

captunng hardware is required. The image capnuing software is lava-based and it runs on 

the remote host machme. It captures images, which are 352 X 288 pixels (in Cornmon 

Interchange Format (CIF)) and in 16-bit colors, from the camera consistently and stores 

the images in predefined locations on the remote host. QuickCam VC can capture up to 

15 fiames per second at CF. A Java applet on the control interface requests for captured 

image to be displayed by sending HTTP requests to the web server, as the web server 

receives the request, it locates the next image to be displayed at the predefined location of 

the host machine. The following diagrarn shows a picnire of the above transaction. In 



this manner, images are capnired automatically and they are ready to be transferred at the 

tune of request. Tne del. of the image delivery is minimized and it resulted in 

delivering one quality image per second. Besides the lengthy transfer of the image data. 

the bandwidth of the internet is Limited and inconsisten~ video feedback is therehre 

unreliable as the sole source of tèedback to indicate the status of the robot and the 

environment. 

Remote Host QuicEam VC 

bagc capturirrg 
s oitware 

b k e s  p % z e s  or' 
tbe hand 

Figure 20. The overall picture of ail irnaging components. 

An alternative feedback is the current kinematics positions of the robot. The 

positions can be simply a set of numeric values and the transfer of such data is effonless 

cornpared to video transfer. To make the positioning data easier for the user to 

comprehend, a graphical model of the robotic operator is consnucted and displayed at the 

user's end. This graphical model serves as a display of the current status and also an 

interface for the control of the next movement of the operator as shown by the three- 

fingered hand system. This fom of graphical control requires minimal technical details 

fiom the user, yet it provides the user easy control of the robotic operator. -4s a user 

rnoves the graphical model of the hand, the robot is moved at the same time and any 

inconsistency benveen the real robot and the model's displacement will be corrected as 

the robot provides feedback to the model. 



Using such WWIL models to serve as both feedback and input (as described in 

previous section) to users of an BTS is the first of its kind. Such 3D models improved 

the usability of the overall system by providing the users more a more accurate and up-to- 

date representation of the remote location in comparison to the live-video dispiay. Also. 

this form of new input format is very easy to use even for those that are not familiar with 

the control of a robot. 

4.5 Optimal View-angle 

Now that we have finished examining each component of the three-fingered hand IBTS, 

w2 CM look more çlosely into the steps in finding an optimal viewing direction. In ordrr 

to find the optimal view-angle, we have to fint d e h e  what an optimal view-angle is; 

then, we have to study the graphical concepts of three-dimensional rotarions, plane 

equations. back face elimination and z-buffering. Plane equations need to be found to 

represent each surface of the objects in the scene. Back face elirnination is used to 

remove surfaces that are not facing the viewers. Finally, z-buffering will be applied to 

determine which surfaces are closest and most visible to the viewers. These graphical 

concepts are important in finding the optimal view-angle of the object that is being 

manipulated by the three-fingered hand and they will be studied in detaiis in the 

following sections. 

4.5.1 Defining the Optimal View-angle of the Manipulated Object 

The optimal view-angle is when the object that is being manipulated, in this case the 

rectangdar-pnsm, is the most visible. Besides the rectangular-prism, there are other 

objects in the scene. Al1 the kgers and the hand stand have to be accounted for when 



searching for the optimal view-angle. Besides the visibility of the surface, each visible 

surface should also be approximately equal in portions to create a balanced view. For 

example, if two of the surfaces of the prism are visible when the view-angle is rotated 

along x-axis by rr degrees, then we have to find out how much of the two surfaces is 

visible. If one surface is around 7006 visible to the viewer but the other surface is only 

10°6 visible, then this view-angle is not desirable due to the average deviation of the 

visible surface is large. On the other hand, if a view-angle that is rotated dong x-mis by v 

degrees, there are two surfaces visible and they are both 50% visible, then this view-angle 

will be more preferable than the previous one because both surfaces are half visible to the 

viewer. However. if a view-angle that is rotated along x-ais by rv degrees and there are 

3 visible surfaces, this view-angle will be more desirable despite the portions of the 

surfaces that are visible. This is because it is betîer to view a bit of an extra surface then 

to view no part of that extra surface. 

Figure 21. Three view-angles of a prism. 

The above diagrarn shows three different view-angles of a rectanguiar prism. 

From the first shape on the lefi, the viewer cannot even tell that it is of three dimensions 

but by viewing a bit of the left surface as shown by the middle drawing, the viewer cm at 

least tell that it is not flat. Then fiom the third drawing, the viewer cm tell that the shape 

resembles a prism. It does not matter that only small portions of the additional two 



surfaces are visible; they are at least visible to the viewer and provide users with depth 

information. 

Figure 22. Different view-angles show different portions of the 3 visible surfaces. 

Mso, the above diagram presents three different view-angles that show three 

surfaces of the prism. From the drawing on the nght side, the viewer obtains the best out 

of the three view-angles because it shows three surfaces that they are the closest in areas; 

thus creating a baianced view of the prism. This sense of balance is important. In a 

recent survey conduct by NASA, it is pointed out that when using virtual environment 

technoloby, if a sense of balance is maintained, the resulted virtual environment is more 

user-fiiendly [Kenney]. Overall, the optimal viewing angle c m  be expressed as 

followed. 

Given visible areas A, and rn is the number of visible surfaces, O is the optimal 

view angle if and only if at O, m is at its maximum and given the same m, the difference, 

Diff; between the areas of the visible surfaces is at its minimum. 

Diff = 

For example, if at view angle Y,, max(m) is 3 and the visible areas A, are 380, 

228, and 247 units each, then using the above formula, Diff is calculated to be 0.22. If at 

view angle fi, three areas are visible and the areas are 380, 304, and 152 units each, then 

DzP= 0.30. Given view angles I.j and Vz, Vl would be preferred because it yields a 



smaller Dzffvalue. The goal is to find a view-angle that yields the m a t  number of visible 

areas of the manipulated object and. also maintain the smallest deviation between the 

visible areas and thus. the view-angle should give the smallesr D%fvalue. 

4.5.2 Rotation in 3D Space 

Rotation in three dimensions is a basic geomenic  ansf formation in cornputer graphies. 

Since the objects in the 3D spacr may be rotared, it is imponant to undersrand how ir is 

done. Rotation transformation is defined as a rotation about the origin of the coordinatr 

system by a specitïed angle 8. First. we will understand transformation in nvo 

dimensions. in the following diapam. it shows a point PCT,~) rotated by 0 and 

trmsformed to point P*&,y). The dashed line indicates the change from x to x*. 

. Rotation of 3 point. 

Given P(.r,y) in Figure 23, P1(4*,y*) c m  be calculated using sirnple trigonometric 

relations. 

cos@ = x .I r => x = r  cos0 

sin@ = y /r => y = r sin$ 



Thcn substinire I and y for their respective d u e s :  

r  COS^ sinû O 1 
[x* y* 11 = [ x  y i 1 1  -sine cos0 O I 

L o  O 11 

The above ?D rotation is along the z-ais and in order to expand it to rotation along z- 

avis in a 3 D space. The following matnx is derived [Anand] : 

and it maps to 

x* = x cos0 - y sinû 

y* = x sinû + y sinû 

Similady, rotation along x-mis by 8 can be obtained using the following equations. 

y* = y cos8 - z sinû 

z* = -y sine + z cos0 



Rotate dong y-âxis by 8 can be expressed as 

4.5.3 Equation for a Plane Surface 

.An equation for a plane surtàce c m  be expressed in the f o m  [Hem]:  

A x + B y + C z + D = O  

where (x,y,z) is any point on the plane. To find A, B, C, and D, we need three vertices on 

the plane's b o u n d q  and we will denote thrse points as (xi,  yi, zi), (x?, y2, z2) and (x3, y!, 

z3). We first try to solve the following set of simuitaneous plane equations for the ratios 

A D ,  MD, and C D :  

(A/D)xi + (B/D)yi + (C/D)zi = -1; i = 1,2,3 

If we use Cramer's nilet we c m  express solution for A. B. C. D in the following 

deteminant fonn: 



If we express the above in explicir form, we get the following: 

.4 = yi *(z2-zj)+yz*(z;-z1)+y3*(zi-z?) 

B = z *(x~-x~)+z~*(x~-xI)+z~*(KI-~z)  

C = xi *(yZ-y;)+x2*(y;-y,)~x~*(yi -y?) 

D = -?t * ( Y ~ * Z ~ - ~ ~ * Z ~ ) - ) - X ~ * ( ~ * Z ~ . Y ~  * z ~ ) - x ~ * ( Y I  * ~ 2 - ~ 2 * ~ 1 )  

For example, a surface with v d c e s  (2,0,0), (2,l ,O), and (0,i ,O) as s h o w  in Figure 25, 

c m  be expressed as 

Ax+By+Cz+D=O 

where A = 0*(0-O)+ 1 *(O-O)+ 1 *(O-O) = O 

B = 0*(2-O)+O*(O-2)+0*(2-3) = O 

C = 2*(1- 1)+2*(1 -O)+Ot(O- 1) = 2 

D = -2*(1 *O-I *O)-2*(0*0-O*O)-O*(O*O- 1 *O) = O 

Therefore? z = O can be used to express the polygon piven those three vertices. 



4.5.4 Back Face Elimination 

A back face is a surface that is nimed away tiom the viewer. When the 3D mode1 

represents a solid object, these back faces are not visible and thus, they are skipped in the 

drawing process [Hill]. In this thesis, W l L  is used to render the 3D mode1 of the hmd 

but it fails to provide a function that r e m s  whether a surface is visible or not. Thus. 

extra cdculations are required to determine back faces. Back hce  e!iniination is 

sometimes called hidden surface removal alsa By removing these hidden surfrices in the 

scene, it gives a smaller number of surfaces to deal with during z-buffenng. In the case 

of back face elirnination, given a rectangular-prism that is positioned s in the following 

diagam, only surfaces A, B and C will not be removed: the other three faces of the pnsm 

will be eliminated. 

-- - - -- 

Figure 24. Surface A, B and C are not removed by back face elimination. 

To perform back face elimination of a cube with six surfaces, we need to find the 

normal vector of the projected area of each surface polypn by using the following 

formulas. 

If the n venices of a surface polygon are (xi, Yi, ti), then: 

A = z( Yi - yj)(Zi+ zj) for i = 1 tO n. 



B = (zi - zj)(xi f x,) for i = I tO n. 

C = 1 (xi - xj)(yif yj) for i = L tO n. 

If i = n, then j = 1: otherwise, j = i + 1. 

The result [il B C] is a vector nonnal to the polygon. If C is positive: then the 

polygon faces towards the viewer. This is because by comparing the directions of two 

vectors, the vector normal to the polygon and the depth direction vector [O O 11 , if they 

are the same. then the polygon is facing the viewer. To compare the directions of two 

vectors, we have to compute their dot product. dp. 

dp=[rlBC]*[OO 11 

= A*() +B*O+C* 1 

= C  

The dot product is actually equal to C. The dot product of these w o  vectors gives 

the product of the lengths of the two vecton times the cosine of the angle between t h a .  

If the angle between the two vectors is between 0' and 90°, then the cosine is positive and 

thus, the dot product will also be positive. If these two vectors are opposing, then the dot 

product is negarive. h other words, the polygon is not facing the viewer. Since C is die 

dot product of the vectors, if C is positive then the polygon is facing the viswer; 

otheMise the polygon is a back face. 

The above set of fornulas is shown by Harington and it is usehl because it not 

only yields the nonnal vector of the polygon, it also d e ~ v e s  the projected area of the 

polygon. For example, the resulted C value represents two times the area of projection of 

the polygon on the xy plane. This area of projection value is usehl when debuge@ng the 

algorithm to determine which surface is visible to the viewer. Since the viewer is looking 



at the projection of the polygon on the xy plane, the C value must not be zero. The 

following example will show this overall concept of back face elhination more clcarly. 

I 
Figure 25. Example of a non-back face. 

For example, tiom the above figure, we are given the four points of one surface of 

the cube. We can find out if this surface is facing the viewer if we find out its C value. 

C = (?-?)(O+ 1)+(2-O)(l+l)+(O-O)( 1 +O)+(O-2)(0+0) = 1. 

Since 4 is positive, we can conclude that this surface of the cube is facing the 

viewer. Also, the C value of 4 indictated that the aren of projection of the polygon on the 

xy plane is of 2 units; this reassures that the polygon is visible to the viewer. However, 

the four points of the surface in the Figure 26 will retum a negative C value of 

c = (0-O)(O+ 1 )+(O-2)( 1 + 1 )+(2-2)( 1 +0)+(2-O)(O+O)= 4. 

This negative C value shows that the surface ou thed  in Fibme 26 is a back face 

and it will be elminated. 

Figure 26. Example of a back face. 



2-buffenng is used to detemine which part of an objecr is visible to the viewer. It uses 

an extra buffer that is the same size of the projected work space. This buffer is initialized 

to negative infini-. Then for each non-"back face", the z-value of the surface is 

compared irlth the stored value in the buffer. For example. if ( X J )  is a point on a surface 

A, then find the z-value for that point; if the z-value is higher than the stored value in the 

z-buffer, then take note that this surface is visible at point (x.y) and stored its z-value into 

the z-buffer. If another surface, B, is visible at point (x.y) and it ha a higher z-value than 

the surface A, then it will store surface B's z-value instead and take note ùiat this z-value 

is associated with surface B. At each point (x,y), only one surface c m  be visible. At die 

end. the z-buffer will contain d l  the z-values of surfaces that are on the top level and 

thus, one can determine which surface of the rectanglar-prism is visible given al1 the 

other elements in the scene. Also, fiom the z-buffer, it can be detemiined how much of 

each surface is visible. By repeatedly calculating the z-buffer aven dl possible degrees 

of rotation dong x, y, and z-ais ,  an optimal view-angie can be found. The trade-off for 

such findings is that it is tirne and resource consuming. But overail. it serves its purpose 

in finding an optimal view-angle. The following diagram shows a number of overlapping 

shapes in a scene and the color parts of each shape represent the parts diat are stored in 

the z-buffer and associated with the comesponding shape. 



Figure 17. A z-buffer of size 100~100 and its content of the colored faces of each of the 3 shapes. 

Furthemore, given the surfaces as indicated by the four points in Figure 25 and 

Figure 26, the surface in Figure 23 will be stored in the z-buffer and not the surface in 

Figure 26. The z-buffer will show that one surface is visible only and it is the surface as 

described in Figure 25 because the z-value of the surface in Figure 25 is hi&- han die 

corresponding value of the surface in Figure 26. 

4.5.7 Finding the Optimal View-angle 

Now that the optimal view-angle has been defined and dl the basic graphicd concepts 

have been explained, we cm look into the specific steps in finding the view-angle that 

best shows the object that is being manipulated b y the three-fingered hand. 

Step 1. Find the 8 vertices of each object in the scene, given the center location, 

length, width and height of each object that is in the scene. These vertices will be used in 

Step 2 in performing back face elimination. Because objects in the scene may be rotated 

dong x, y a d o r  z-mis, al1 vertices needed to be transfomeci accordingly as shown in 

the previous section. 



Step 2. Perform back face dimination of al1 objects. By rernoving al1 the faces 

that are not visible to the operator, it simplifies the problem of determining how much of 

the manipulated object is visible. 

Step 3. Find an equation in form of dx + By+ Cz + D = O to represent the 

projected plane of the each polygon faces that are not eliminated in Step 3. 

Step 4. Using the equations found in Step 3, find the depth values for al1 position 

@,y) of each plane. Then perform z-buffering to determine which polygon is being seen 

by the viewer and resulted in how much the rectangular-prism is being seen. 

Step 5. Repeat Step 1 to 4 at different rotation angles to determine die optimal 

view-angles. 

The above calculations are time-consuming. Given the three fingers and one 

rectangular-prism in the model, it takes three hours on a PC Pentium 100 to find the 

optimal view-angle. To speed up the calculations, the search alprithm cm be changed to 

limit the search space to sections where the objects locate and ignore empty spaces in the 

environment. During the calculations, multiple optimal view-angles may be found and 

the first one found is taken to be the best one because it involves the less change f?om the 

initial view-angle. As a result, the optimal angle is f o n d  to be at an angle that is rotated 

+29.80° along x-a?Us and +40.1z0 along y-axis. The following diagram shows such a 

view-angle. 



Figure ZS.Optima1 view-angle for the rectangular-prism. 

As one c m  observe fiom the above diagram, the human operator c m  see three 

sides of the rectangular-prism and each side is mostly equal in surface areas. The 

following diagram shows a different view-angle of the hand. It is at an angle that is 

rotated at +29.80° along x-axis and c30.02' along y-axis; this is 10 ' less rotation along 

the y-ais  compared to the optimal view-angle as shown in Figure 29. As a cornpaison, 

one cm see that at +30.02', less o f  the left side of the prism is visible to the viewer. in 

terms of numbers, the optimal view-angle has a D;ff value of 0.17 but at +30.02', the Diff 

value is 0.39. Thus, by calculating the Di ff value, it shows that a little change in visible 

appearance to the viewer may be reflected significantly in the Dg value. 

Figure 29. 10' from the optimal view-angle. 



As one c m  predict, there may be more than one view-angle that has the same 

minimal Dgvalue. In this case, there are at least two other ones. But fiom the pictures 

below, one can understand why the previous view-angle is picked as the optimal instead. 

Figure 30. Not-so-optimal view-angles. 

It is to note that the two above view-angles both have the same D%f value as the 

optimal view-angle. The optimal view-angle is chosen over the above wo angles 

because it is the first to be found and thus, the closest to the original view-angle and 

assumed to be the most Wendly and Iogical view-angle. 

With the current implementation, the optimal view-angle is found at the begiming 

of each control session only. Due to time-constraints, we did not optimize the search 

algorithm. In the future, these calculations should be sped-up. For every movement of 

the manipulated object, a new optimal view-angle should be found. That way, the human 

operator can always view the rectangular-prism at the optimal view-angle despite 

relocations of the rectangular-pnsm. 



4.6 Robot Kinematics 

for fmgcr 1 md 2 

Contact point 
for fwcr  3 

Figure 31. Contact points of the three fuigers and the rectmgular-prism. 

If we want the hand to hold onto the rectangular-pnsm, we need to find the contact points 

of the three fingers and the rectangular-prism. This can be easily done because the 

VRiML mode1 keeps txack of the center location of the rectuigular-pnsm. Given the 

center location (x,y,z) and the dimensions (1, w, h) of the rectangular-prism, the three 

contact points can be found using simple arithmetic operations. 

Afier finding the three contact points, we have to find the joint angles for each of 

the nine joints to position such that the three fingers are at the contact points and the hmd 

will hold onto the rectangular-prism at a given location. To do so, we use inverse 

kinematics as descnbed in the following section. 

Kinematics is the study of motion without regard to the forces which cause it 

[Craig]. It has to do with the position, velocity and acceleration of an object. In this 

thesis, we are concemed especially with the position of each joint of the hand. Because 

there are nine finger joints and nine corresponding independent position variables that 



would have to be specified in order to locate dl parts of the hand, the threcfingered hand 

presented in this thesis can be described as having nine degrees of fierdom. 

Three joints are presented in each finger and high performance sub-micro 

se~omotors  (made by CIRRUS, mode1 CS-? 1) are used to move these joints. The servos 

also serve as position sensors that allow the relative position of neighbonng links to be 

measured; thus, each fingertip's location can be found [Craig]. Each fingertip is a fiee 

end of a chah of links that makes up one finger; so each fingertip can also be cdled an 

end-effector of the hand. When studying the kinematics of the hand, the posirion of each 

end-effector is important. Fonvard kinematics involves the problm of computing the 

position and orientation of the end-effector. For exarnple. a set of joint angles will be 

given and the task is to find the position of the fingertip relative to the origin of the hand 

that joins the finger with the hand. This cm be done using the following formulas as 

descnbed by [Craig]: 

P, = C O S ~ ,  (t i * cosel + t 2 *  ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  ) 

P, = sinei (LI* cosel + L2* cosen ) 

Pz = - L 1 * ski& - L2* sineu 

The resulted (Px, Py, Pz) is the new location of die iinger tip if el, 02, and 8: are given as 

the next movement of the joints of the finger. 



The diagram below shows the corresponding joint angles and lengths of the links 

between the angles as used in the formulas. 

Figure 32. Labels of the joint angles and the lengths of the finger links. 

In inverse kinematics, it is the reverse. A position for any one of the end-effectoe 

may be @en and the task is to find the joint angles for respective finger joints. Given a 

position for any one of the end-effecton, the following equations are used to find the 

joint angles: el, &,and 8, [Craig]. 

Cl1 = Atan2 (P,, P.) 

cosei = (P.? + PJ + pz2 - LI? - ~ 2 ' )  1 (2  * L1 * L2) 

e3 = Atan2(sqrt( 1   cos'^^), cos&) 

= - Atad(P,, sqrt(~.' + P:)) - AtanZ(L2 * sine3, L 1 * cosû3) 

The resulted el, &,and e3 are the joints angles that have to be reached in order for the 

finger tip to be located at (Px, P,, Pd. The calculations of these joint angles are done at 

the client machine and it is embedded in the main console and tied closely to the VRiML 



mode1 and the Java-based buttons. No explicit steps are required b y the hurnan opaator: 

the calculations are automatically triggered as the operator move a rectanguiar-prism up, 

d o m ,  or side-to-side. For example, when the recrangular-prism moves up one unir, the 

new center of location is provided by W I L .  Based on this center location, a point of 

contact for each finger c m  be found using Java because the prisrnj dimensions are 

known. Afker finding each point of contact, we c m  use the above formulas to find the 

three different joint anples for each finger. Finally, a11 nine h p e r  joints will be moved 

accordingly to the new points of contact and thus moving the pnsm to irs new location as 

dictated b y the user. 



Chapter 5 

Evaluation Criteria 

Introduction 

Comparative snidies are difficult to perform because this is the first IBTS that controls a 

three-fingered hand robot. However. like other BTS, the three-fingered hand system can 

be judged based on some numeric evaluations. The following sections drscnbe each of 

these evaluation criteria and shows how it is applied to the three-fingered hand IBTS. 

The Australian B T S  created by Talyor in 1995 is used as cornparsion in some of the 

criteria. This Austrdian system is chosen because it is one of the fint IBTSs and it is the 

so far the best documented one. 

5.2 Video Quality and Speed 

A video display is used in almost every BTS because it provides continuous transfer of 

images fiom the remote host to the human operator through the internet. This video 

display cm be measured based on the size of the image, the color depth, and the 

compression that is used. In this research, the image is 353 x 288 pixels and 16 bits 

color. This image size is of the standard Common Interchange Fomat (CE). 16 bits 

color is used over 24 bits color to reduce image size and yet maintain a colored- 



perception of the remote environment. The resulted live-images are satisfactory in 

display size and color that they are pleasant to the eyes of the hurnan operators. To 

reduce image size, JPEG compression is performed by the on-board image capnning 

capability of the camera. Overall, the live-video display provides 1 h m e  per 3 seconds 

to the end-user. This delay shows big gaps between movements of the hand: thus, it 

should be improved in the fiture. These 3-second delays are found to be in the Java- 

based capturing software that is located at the remote host. it takes one full second to 

capture the JPEG image fiom the camera to the remote host itself Then, intemet delays 

the transfer the transfer of the image to the user by approximately half a second. Finally. 

the Java-based live-video display at the user's end takes 1.5 seconds to load and display 

the image in the web browser itself. At least 2.5 seconds in delay can be minimized as 

the progarnrning language, Java, manires and spreds up in the future. Currently, Java is 

an interpretative programrriing language. Aftrr the Java-based image display program is 

downloaded to the client machine. an interpreter on the client machine, called the Java 

Virtual Machine, interprets the byte code of the program and converts it to machine- 

specific instructions for execution. This process is tirne-consuming compared to direct 

execution of machine code. However, this interpretive procrss is what gives Java its 

platform-independent capability. Newer versions of Java now promote Just-in-Time 

Compiling such that machine-specific byte code c m  be produced for direct execution. in 

comparison, the IBTS at University of Western Australia [Talyor? 19951 delivers video 

images that are 256 x 256 pixels in size and 8-bits in colon. It takes an average of two 

seconds per image. This is one second less than that of the three-fingered hand IBTS and 

it is because the image is smaller in size and it has half the number of colon available. 



Also, as explained above, some extra delay in the three-fingered hand system is due to 

Java's interpretive nature. 

5.3 Actual Execution Tirne of the Robot 

The responsiveness of the control interface is important in an BTS. It is undesirable 

when the human operator issues a command and it does not get executed in a timely 

fashion. In the three-fingered hand system, &om the moment that a user issues an 

instruction kom the interface to the time when the robot receives that instruction and 

caries out the execution. it takes less than a second. n ia t  is because an instruction is just 

made of a few numbers that specifi which joints and what joint angles to move next. The 

conversion from the VRML mode1 input and the Java-based input to these low-level 

joint-specific instructions is performed on the client machine and is fast because they are 

relatively simple arithrneticdly. Thrre is almost no delay in execution of any 

instructions. On the other hand, the Australian system [Taylor, 19951 takes an average of 

8 seconds to process a request and 15 seconds to transmit the request data to and fiom the 

user. It is due to the older web technologies, like Perl, that were used in 1995 and the 

robot itself. Use of Perl scripts to process request requires the extra step of data 

validation and user's secwity check. ï h i s  extra step may be t h e  consuming. Also, the 

robot used in the Australian system is a robotic arm with a gripper as the end-effector. 

The robot movement speed is limited to a slow 100 rnillimeters per second. Thus, the 

execution time is slow in cornparison. 



Execution errors c m  be any rnistakes that occur during the execution of the remore robot. 

Misplacement of the rectangular-prism or any of the nine finger joints me the possible 

execution errors that the three-fingered hand BTS c m  have. The misplacement of the 

rectangular-prism is more likely because currently the physical fingertips' contact to the 

rectangular-prism is not reinforced by any means. The fingers sornetimes cannot grip 

onto the rectangular-pnsm and esen when the fingers are moved to the location as 

specified, it may not lead to the rectangular-pnsm to be moved accordingly. Instead, the 

rectangular-prism remains at its original spot or gets tilted to either side or tilted back and 

forth. The finger joints themselves are mostly executed correctiy but note diat there are 

approximately 150 different positions that the senomotors can reach and from 15' to 

+45 range of each finger joints and that there are infinite non-integer joint angles that 

each finger joint can reach. Any floating-point number between 1 5  to 145. have to be 

mapped to the 150 different positions of the servomotor. +45 is mapped to position O, O 

O is mapped to position 75 and 4 5  " is mapped to position 150. At +22.5 O, it cannot be 

exactly h d f  way between +45 and O O, at position 37.5. This is called quantization error. 

There is no physical location 37.5 that the servomotor c m  reach, it has to be mapped to 

position 38. Likewise, dl other non-integer representations of the joint angles have to be 

rounded to the nearest position. AIthough this three-fingered hand's control input c m  

specify precise input, it cannot be physically accomplished due to the physical limits of 

the servos. Thus, execution errors of the fingers are created. It is to note that this 

quantization error is small in cornparison to slipping and inflexibility of the hgers. 

Execution e m r s  are not rneanired in Talyor's BTS, it is hard to do because these mors 



rely on the users' feedback. If users do not see or report the error, then none can be 

documented because the system cannot automatically detect them. Furthermore, 

sometimes these erron may occur but the usen may think that those are human control 

errors and not enors of the system itself. 

5.5 Reliability - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 

Each BTS must be reliable such rhat it can be avaihble 34 hours a day and 7 days a 

week while requiring minimal maintenance. This is because Internet users around the 

world are located in different time-zones. intemet users may access each BTS at any 

time of the day. Alsoo systems that require a lot of dom-times will soon be abandoned 

by tiequent users; users do not likr to retum to sites that are unpredictable and unreliable. 

The three-fingered hand system is reliable; it has been up since July 1 and it has not 

required any maintenance yet. During the month of July, the hand has been controlled 

more than 500 times. In the future, problems may occur with the servornotors due to 

wearing of the armature; the o d y  moving parts of the motors. Although the duer- 

finpred hand is fiesh and cannot be compared fairly to the Australian system in ternis of 

reliability, it is interesting to note that the Australian BTS has been up since 1995. At 

the beginning, the Australian system suffered an average of 5006 downtime. Since then, 

the system has made a lot of improvements. The system now only has 5% downtime. It 

happens when the robot operating system does not recognize its hard disk or any of its 

progams for no particular reason. As time passes, it will better reflect the tme reiiability 

of the three-fingered hand system and more accurate cornparisons c m  be made with the 

Australian system. 



5.6 Subjective Evaluation Criteria 

The above evduation critena for BTS c m  be measured in ternis of numbers and c m  be 

anaiyzed easily. However? there are features of an BTS that c m o t  be quantitatively 

measured. For example, one cannot easily quanti@ the "feel" of telepresence that an 

BTS gives to a user or rneasure the ease of use of an application-specific control 

interface. 

It is important that a user has a strong feel of telepresence when controlling a 

remote robot because diat way, the user c m  quickly react to any enviro~lental  changes 

in the remote location. The remote location is not static once there is a robot in the scene 

that manipulates the environment. Even if the robot does not manipulates and simply 

observes, unexpected changes may take place in the remote location and will require the 

human operator to react accordingly. If the user feels as if he or she is present in that 

remote location, reaction time increases. In this BTS, the user only observes what the 

live-camera shows and because of the video delay, the user definitely does not have a 

great scene of telepresence of the remote location. 

Another question is: How dues one measures the ease of use of an inte$ace? 

This is possible if an BTS has more than one control interface to compare with. For 

example, the Austrdian robot has both a text-based input and a graphcal input interface 

that p d o r m  the exact same set of functions. Then a user survey can be used to analyze 

their preferences. However, like the previous criteria, these are subjective measures. 

Different user feels differently based on ones' background and familiarity with the 

system, widi Intemet or with cornputers in general. To quanti& these qualities of an 

BTS is yet to be standardized. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

6.1 Summary 

In this research, we have defined a system architecture for intemet-based teleoperation 

sytem. This architecture is essential to the design and development of any funire IBTS. 

To show the feasibility of this architecture, we presented the firsr intemet-based 

teleoperation systern that allows users worldwide to control a three-fingered hand located 

in the Robotics Labotatory of the University of Alberta. This three-fingered hand can be 

manipulated to move fieely or to hold onto a box and move it in a three-dimensional 

space. in order to constnict such a system, we also examined the ever-changing internet 

technologies: Java and VRnlL. We fùrther pointed out the advantages and disadvantages 

of using these technologies. The use of VRML is unique and it provides a new input 

format for usen to remotely control the hand. This VRML three-dimensional rnodel of 

the remote environment is one of its kind because it serves as both input and output. It 

allows users to input the next move of the hand through the \K.ML model. It also shows 

the users the status of remote environment. The mode1 reflecrs the up-to-date location of 

ail the objects that are in the scene of the environment. This rcsearch is robotic-based but 

it also examines t4e different graphical theories likes plane equations, back face 



elhination and z-buffering. These computer graphics techniques are applicable to 

Internet-based teleoperation system because they c m  be used to find an optimal Mewing 

direction for the users. Finally, evaluation cnteria for BTS are presented. The criteria 

were also applied on the three-hgered hand system. It is s h o w  that the systern is 

cornpetitive but there is room for improvement in systern speed and quaiity of the video 

display. 

6.2 Future Research 

Ln this research, a number of issues in intemet-based teleoperation system have bern 

examined. However, there are several areas that cm be looked at more closely. First, it 

would be interesthg to create another IBTS using the defined architecture and test if that 

c m  be accomplished by oniy rnodifjmg parts of the three-fingered hand system. Success 

would show that the architecture is applicable to any mica l  IBTS and the existing 

system is modular and flexible to changes. 

Also, finding an optimal view-angle c m  be expanded to include the automatic 

relocation of the camera. It is best if the camera will continuously move to an optimal 

view-angle and the Iive-video display c m  then show an optimal picture at al1 times as the 

hand and the box are being manipulated. 

It will also be beneficial to develop an ideal programming vehicle for deveioping 

IBTS. Currently, internet technologies change rapidly, but they are not ideal for 

teleoperation system because for any Internet-based BTS, it is best if the programming 

vehicle is platform-independent, object-oriented, capable of 3D rnodeling, has network 

capability, speedy, easy to use and end-user fiiendly. If there is such a progamming 



language, it wiil be easy to impiement various Intemet-based teleoperation system. f i s  

language appears to be an improved version of Java that has al1 the features of VRML 

and has been sped up. It is important that the programming vehicle is platform- 

independent because for Internet-based applications. usen are diverse and one cannot 

confine a user to have a specific system in order to use the applications. This will limit 

the audience and usabiliry of the applications. Object-oriented feanires are also 

beneficial. In today's applications, a lot of system components are required and 

components need to be flexible such that creation and modification to the components 

c m  be done with minimal effort and time. Three-dimensional modeling capability is also 

necessary because applications are becoming more complicated everyday and threr- 

dimensional tele-operational tasks are inevitable and thus, it requires a 3D representation 

of the remote robot and environment. Such ideal progamming vehicles also need to be 

able to establish connections between the remote users and remote envirorunent: 

connections are aiso required between the remote hosr machine and the robot itself. The 

ability to network is a must for an ideal intemet-based progamming langage. Bccnusr 

of the distance between the users and the remote robots, there may be time delay in the 

intemet transfers. In order to minirnize any time delay, the programming vehicle itself 

has to be speedy and must not add to the delay in Intemet traffic. Currently, that is the 

major flaw in the progamming language - Java. This ideal vehicle also needs to be user- 

Wendly, both to the programmers and the users. For the programmers, the progamming 

vehicle should be easy to leam and to create applications with ease. For the users, the 

resulted applications that are created using this ideal prograrnming language should be 

pleasant to use and provides great controls for the users. OveralI, these aiteria seern to 



descrïbe an improved version of Java and with the ever-changing release versions in Java 

di of the criteria may be met in the near future. 

In this thesis. we de6ned the architecture of an Internet-based teleoperation 

system and proven that it is sound. This also marks the tirst 

on the Internet. Funhermore, this robotic resexch introduced 

multi-fingered hand system 

the use of graphics theories 

in finding an optimal viawing-angle for an [BTS. Although mnny IBTSI are for 

recreational use, the real interest in studyin: BTS is to one day allow humans ro hr 

virtudy present in any location of the universe. 
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